
BitNinja Brings New Era to FastComet’s 
Cybersecurity Operations



US-based FastComet has climbed from humble beginnings to become one of the top web 
hosting services in the world. Impressive reliability, outstanding 24/7 customer support and 
fantastic features are just some of their benefits. Over 50,000 personal and small business 
website owners trust FastComet to protect their sites from constantly emerging security 
threats.

Increasingly sophisticated attacks target WordPress 
vulnerabilities 

Despite their already highly-secure systems, some FastComet customer sites using 
vulnerable code or outdated software were being compromised due to increasingly 
sophisticated threats. In particular, attacks exploiting outdated Wordpress scripts and 
plugins were common. FastComet also needed to scale up their hardware infrastructure, 
systems and software to accommodate their rapidly growing customer base.

The results
The implementation of BitNinja brought a new era to FastComet’s organization. BitNinja 
goes beyond patching known CMS vulnerabilities by protecting the entire server from a wide 
range of attacks and threats. Elena Tileva, Marketing Manager at FastComet expressed her 
delight with BitNinja’s complete security solution, commenting; “We’re seeing great results in 
terms of malicious traffic prevention. BitNinja has prevented countless potential exploits, 
malicious objects and unwanted bots. Importantly, we saved an enormous amount of server 
resources that we can now use for legitimate customer activity.” 


hereTry BitNinja for free 
Register for your 7 day free trial and enjoy immediate protection. 

To find out more about how your business can benefit from BitNinja’s all-in-one security 
suite, email: info@bitninja.io. We’re always happy to help.

BitNinja delivers on all FastComet’s requirements 
FastComet wanted a centralized defense system that would safeguard all servers 
proactively and provide the right tools to develop their infrastructure. FastComet also 
realized that protecting hosting nodes individually would help their scale-up plans, so they 
needed a solution that could provide this facility. FastComet tested several OpenSource and 
commercial scan services as well as application security extensions, but were disappointed 
with the results. Then FastComet discovered BitNinja’s full spectrum solution that offers 
real-time protection against vulnerabilities, uses minimal server resources and effectively 
manages false-positive ratings.
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